Report of activities done under EBSB (January 2020)

1. Name of Club: Governmmt College, Todabhim
2. Email Id: govtcollegetodabhim151@gmail.com
3. Name of club coordinator (Teacher): Dr. Govind Sharan Sharma
4. Mobile no. of club coordinator: 9414782593
5. Name of club coordinator (Student): Mahendra Meena
6. Mobile no. of club coordinator (student): 9461692005
7. Activity 1
   a) Name of Activity: Social Awareness on Covid-19
   b) Date: 30/06/2020
   c) Description of Activity: Social Awareness programme on COVID-19
      The students, Faculty members and the Principal conducted a social awareness programme on Covid-19 for the villagers explaining them the use and benefits of wearing masks, using sanitizer, and maintaining social distance for the safety of all. The students demonstrated the proper way of washing hands for 2 seconds and also elucidated the do’s and don’t’s during Covid-19 pandemic to the villagers.
Activity 2

a) Name of Activity- Watsapp Buddies Group
b) Date : 30/06/2020
c) Description of Activity: The students of the college made a watsapp buddies group collaborating with the students of Saraighat college of Assam where they shared their culture, language and food habits with each other.

Photo 1
Quiz on COVID-19

This Quiz is conducted under 'Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat'...
docs.google.com

All interested faculty members, Students, NSS Volunteers and others are requested to participate in the 'AWARENESS QUIZ ON COVID-19'

Kindly click on the following link to ensure your participation.

https://forms.gle/kcyVCUrKX3WwMx2f9

You can also view your score instantaneously.

With Regards